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COMPLETE
WORK ORDER
MANAGEMENT
SOLUTION FOR
FINISHING SHOPS

Empowering Today’s Job Shop
DWOS provides a complete work order management solution from the receipt
of parts, through paperless processing, part marking, quality control, and on to
shipping. DWOS is designed specifically for finishing shops, coating shops, and
paint shops that are process-oriented.

Increased Quality

Reduce Errors by Enforcing Quality Standards

Quality and accountability is vastly improved through the use of features such as paperless processing, bar coding, and direct integration with other systems. For example,
DWOS integrates with part marking machines allowing the operator to simply upload
the template defined for the part, easily preventing any mistakes while immensely
speeding up the process. Custom control inspections can be defined between each process to ensure the strictest of quality standards are met and reduce any costly rework.
Final Inspection is done upon completion of all processing to ensure that all processes
have been completed accurately before being shipped to the customer.

Improved Communications

View Orders Status From Anywhere

One of the most desired features that customers want is improved communications.
DWOS provides a high level of communication by automatically sending customers notifications of order status, like what orders have been shipped and can even include the
tracking number so the packages can be tracked by the customer. Additionally, DWOS
provides a customer portal that allows users to log in and view the current status of all
orders, re-print COC’s, and run various reports.

Advanced Control and Security

Integrated Smart Card

Fine grained permissions, administrative tools, security auditing, and Smart Card integration provides a high level of security and traceability. This ensures that only authorized users have access to see the information they need to see to do their job.

Enterprise Strength

Built by Engineers on Enterprise Foundations

DWOS is developed with the latest Microsoft technologies that adhere to enterprise
standards and processes utilizing a SQL Server 2008 database that supports a large number of users and orders. DWOS is also deployable through click-once technology, which
allows you to deploy the application via a website; this ensures that everyone has the
latest version and reduces IT maintenance issues.
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Work Order Management

Order Processing



Easily create and manage all orders



Check Orders In/Out with barcodes



Bulk Editing multiple orders



Complete all processing steps without paper



Attach documents to the order for easy tracking



Ensure all answers are correct and complete



Override processing sequences



Batch orders together to quickly process multiple orders

Parts Management

Customer Management



Manage all parts and revisions by customer



Manage all customers and contacts



Attach documents , drawings, masking directions



Define shipping methods for each customer



Define default pricing for the part



Set which contacts receive shipping notifications



Manage processes required for each part



Define custom fields for each customer

Shipping Manager

Other Features



Create and validate shipment packages



Automatically link to QuickBooks to create invoices



Print order shipping labels to identify each part



Create professional quotes to send to customers



Track each package and order via tracking number



Complete Final Inspections to create COC’s



Automatically send shipping notifications



Dozens of customer reports available



Print shipping reports and summaries



Customer Portal for clients to check order status

Document Management


Store, track, and share document revisions and edits



Link documents to processes and inspections



Control accessibility to documents

Job Quality


Print and manage Certificates of Conformance



Ensure completion of inspections after each process



Quickly and easily retrieve process history for audits



Control order workflow



Logs user that enters process data
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